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SEE WHAT THOSE WHO HAVE USED THESE METHODS FROM WEALTH WITHOUT A JOB

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“When I went through the first Wealth Without a Job Training, my business had 1 employee beside myself,
and just finished a $32,000 year. Eight months later, we had 3 employees and a $29,000 month in Jan. 06.
Now in June of ’06, after attending 3 additional trainings — in the last 14 months — we have 5 employ-
ees, and on May16, 2006, my business made $30,000 in one day. I attribute all of this success to the train-

ing I have received, and most importantly, action I took to apply this training.”
Joshua Strebel, Web Design President, OBU Web Technologies
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IMPORTANT
To begin — Please save this
workbook to your desktop or
in another location.



Welcome

Welcome to the 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System. This system is designed to
assist you in reconditioning yourself for success. The system refocuses your mind to the impor-
tant aspects of creating financial success and wealth generation. To gain the results in the real
world, you must first change your inner world.

Using the system will shift your thoughts toward wealth and abundance. Using the system regu-
larly and consistently provides a vehicle to practice what you have learned so far in an easy-to-
use way. Being able to apply the tools sets you free. People are creatures of habit, and it will take
time to reprogram yourself to achieve the results you desire. 

During the first 21 years of your life, the impressionable years were spent developing your cur-
rent programming. Years 0 to 7 you accepted everything unconditionally from everyone. Years 8
to 14 you accepted conditioning from the role models you had, and years 15 to 21 you received
conditioning from your peers. You had little choice about the programming you received and at
the time probably could not have considered its limiting future effects. Using the 90-Day
Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System every day for the next 90 days will rapidly and easily
replace the old programs you have now with more empowering ones. This takes time, so be kind
to yourself as you go through the process.

Research shows that it takes 21 consecutive days to form any new habit. Those who participate
on a daily basis have a greater chance for success in changing their habits than those who do so
intermittently. Consistency is the key. The more often and regularly you do anything the better
you will become. For maximum results, use this system every day for the next 90 days. If you
miss a day, just continue with the system the following day. Again, consistency is the key. It is
worth the effort to use this daily.

Your mind may tell you “this is a waste of time,” “you can’t do it,” “it’s too hard,” “what’s the
use,” or other messages that may have stopped you in the past. When you hear any non-support-
ive message that may stop you from achieving what you desire, just say: “Thank you for sharing,
and let’s see what happens when I do it anyway.” This instructs your mind that you are in charge.
Then take action toward your goal. If you think about the messages that your mind gives you too
much, you may talk yourself out of success as you have in the past. Your mind sends these mes-
sages only to protect you from change, i.e., the fear of the unknown. It is a survival mechanism.
It is like the boy who cried wolf all the time. Move past this by taking action now!

Preparing for Success

1. Set aside approximately 30 to 45 minutes each day. The time spent will be well worth it. The
time you invest in the daily exercises prepares your mind for success for the day. Some of the
exercises are done first thing in the morning, and the others are done in the evening before
you go to sleep. Allocate time every day to incorporate this system into your daily life.
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2. Have an open mind. Use the tools described as suggested first. Make no judgments about the
tools and methods until you have completed the 90-day program. Once you have completed
the program, then make minor modifications to suit your particular needs. We suggest that if
you make changes to this system, make them one at a time to assure your success.

If you have a significant other in your life, let that person know you are committed to com-
pleting this program and ask him or her to support you. If you do not have a significant other,
ask a close friend to provide support. And if you have no one you feel comfortable sharing
with, find a group of like-minded individuals who will support you, such as other entrepre-
neurs. Support is important to your success. 

3. Obtain a container. You can use a cookie jar, glass jar, tomato juice can, etc. Size and shape
are unimportant. You can even use an envelope. The container will be used to manage your
money. You will be developing your money management habit using it.

Instructions

This is a 90-day fast-track system that is designed to be used daily. For best results, use it every
day for the next 90 consecutive days. Start and end your day using this system to build the mind-
set necessary to become wealthy. Follow the directions for each part of the system and watch
your results skyrocket. Allow six to 10 hours to complete the planning portion of this program.
Please note that this process is designed to engage your full power of intention, and the time
spent on this will accelerate your progress tremendously. Also notice changes in your life as you
are filling out the initial sections. Subtle and profound changes will take place inside you as you
engage your power of intention. Now, let’s get started.

Planning for Success

1. PURPOSE OF MY LIFE

In order to succeed on a large scale you must understand the purpose of your life. Many of us
have been conditioned as children to live our lives according to our inherited purpose instead of
our true purpose. When you live your inherited purpose you can never be completely happy or
fulfilled. Only by living your true purpose can you be fulfilled. To assure you are living your
purpose in life, turn to page 25 of this binder and complete the Purpose of My Life process
now.

2. EVALUATE YOUR VEHICLE

Now that you have completed the Purpose of My Life process, it is time to evaluate the vehicle
(job or business) you currently have to express your purpose. First, read the purpose of your life
again. Next, answer the following questions honestly to determine if the current vehicle can be
used to fully express your purpose:
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Note: When you ask yourself the following questions, use the first answer that comes to mind.
No second-guessing at this point. The first answer will be the correct answer, and you
must trust yourself now more than ever to ensure your success.

A. Does your job or business excite you? Job: Yes  No  N/A
Business: Yes  No  N/A

B. Does your job or business express your purpose? Job: Yes  No  N/A
Business: Yes  No  N/A

If you answered no to either question, you most likely have a vehicle that expresses your inherit-
ed purpose instead of your true purpose. If you answered a resounding yes to either of these
questions, you have a vehicle that can be used to gain wealth and happiness. 

Caution: If you have a job that pays a wage or salary, you may never earn the amount of money
you want. Your employer is the one who sets the maximum that will be paid for the job.
Advancement in a company is possible; however, this may still not be enough. If you
are going to have a job, I suggest that you get a commission-only sales job that
expresses your purpose. This way your income will not be limited by anyone else.

3. CHOOSING THE RIGHT VEHICLE

If your vehicle expresses your purpose then congratulations! Having the right vehicle to make
money is critical to your success. If you choose a vehicle based on income potential only you
may be sadly disappointed. You must have a vehicle that expresses your purpose in order to gain
fulfillment. When you have the right vehicle, not only will you feel fulfilled, you most likely will
become wealthy. Once you have determined the right business, then proceed to the next step.

4. SUCCESS CONTRACT

Fill out the Success Contract on page 27. This contract is a binding contract with your mind to
complete this program. Treat this contract as if you would any other, like a bank loan. If you
break the contract with yourself, what does that say about you? Would you want someone to
break a contract with you? Most likely you wouldn’t. Therefore, keep the contract sacred.

Keeping your commitment to fulfilling your success contract is critical to conditioning your sub-
conscious mind. In the past you may have broken your word and thought nothing of it. This is a
dangerous practice. When you make a commitment you must keep it no matter what. It is far bet-
ter to underpromise and overdeliver than to overpromise and under deliver. 

If you noticed yourself breaking commitments in the past, most likely it is because you either
never intended to keep the commitment or you have a tendency to over commit. If you never
intended to keep your commitment in the first place, you are out of integrity. If you tell your
mind this is acceptable, others will become out of integrity with you. This is what you will
attract. Avoid this practice at all costs. 
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If you have a tendency to overcommit, you are also out of integrity. We tend to make commit-
ments because we feel obligated to others or we want to make them feel good about us. Over-
committing will only lead to a lack of trust. It is far better to commit to less, and if you have
time then take on more.

From this point forward, only commit to what you absolutely know you will be able to do and
complete. Then keep your commitments as if your life depended on it. This will make a huge dif-
ference in your success.

5. BIG DREAMS

All of us have big dreams inside us that we want. Describe your big dreams in as much detail as
possible. What do you want to have? Who do you want to become? What do you want to do?
Write down everything that comes to mind and no holding back. The universe is abundant, and
there is plenty for everyone, including you. Describe what your life would be like when you are
financially free. Make sure you include all your senses. What do you see, hear, and feel? Are
there any smells or tastes involved? The more senses you include, the stronger your internal rep-
resentation becomes and the more compelling it is to achieve your dreams.

Turn to the Big Dreams worksheet on page 28. Write down the amount of money you want to
earn and have in your savings. List all the things you will do with the money you have. Most
importantly, why do you want all this money? What is your reason? Do you want to travel more,
have more things, or contribute more to your favorite charity?

To succeed on a huge level, your “why” must be bigger than you. It is nice to have many material
possessions, and you should have them. You deserve it! Remember, money is energy, and energy
is to be used; otherwise it is useless. If you have a lot of money stuffed into the mattress, it is
merely paper and ink sitting there doing nothing. When you use it to express your purpose, it has
tremendous energy. Your “why,” therefore, must be an expression of your purpose; otherwise you
will feel less than fulfilled. Make sure your “why” really excites you when you read it.

6. ANNUAL INCOME GOALS

Your big dreams are written and you understand your “why.” Now break down your big dreams
into annual goals that will give you manageable pieces to work with. Turn to page 30 of this
binder. How much money do you want to earn over the next year? How much money do you
want to have in your savings at the end of a year? How much do you want to earn in passive
income? Passive income is extremely important to your financial success. True wealth is never
created from active income, i.e., your job or business. There are only so many hours you can
work in a day, and therefore you can create only so much active income. Passive income, on the
other hand, puts your money to work instead of you working for money. This is called leverage.
Leverage is the strategy wealthy people use. Poor people focus on generating more income by
either working longer hours or getting a second job. This will merely build frustration and
become exhausting. This 90-day system will assist you to focus more of your attention on build-
ing your passive income so that you can become financially free.

Note: Giving your current annual income provides a baseline to make it easy for you to monitor
your progress, so make sure you fill in that blank.
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What do you want to accomplish over the next year that will express your purpose and bring you
closer to achieving your big dreams? Write down the description of what you want to achieve
this year. Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

7. QUARTERLY INCOME GOALS

You have your goals for this year. Now break down your annual goals into more manageable
pieces. Annual goals are still too big to work with, so let’s focus on one quarter, or three months.
Turn to page 31. How much money do you want to earn this quarter? How much money do you
want to have in your savings at the end of this quarter? How much do you want to earn in pas-
sive income?

What do you want to accomplish this quarter that will express your purpose and bring you closer
to achieving your annual goals? Write down the description of what you want to achieve this
quarter. Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

8. QUARTERLY IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Most people have good intentions about making major changes in themselves and their situa-
tions. Unfortunately, many of us take on too much and get very little accomplished. Focus on a
few areas and master them instead of trying to change everything and master nothing. The
Quarterly Improvement Plan on page 32 will assist you in improving one to three things during
the next three months. By focusing on only one to three things, you may rest assured that you
will achieve them.

Pick one to three things you want to improve over the next quarter and write them down. Keep
the description simple and brief. Next, write down a measurement you will use to know that you
have achieved your outcome. For example, if you want to improve your sales technique, how will
you know you have improved? You can use an increase in sales, increase in revenue, volume of
orders, or even customer retention as your measurement. These are all measurable. Now that you
have written down your areas of focus, they will be on your mind constantly. Your mind will now
focus in the direction of achievement.

Make a copy of your Quarterly Improvement Plan and hang it on the wall near where you work.
Read it often. When you read it often, you will become laser beam–focused on your outcomes
and achieve them. Many people have reported that when they have this type of focus, they usual-
ly achieve more in less time.

9. SMART GOALS

Congratulations, your annual and quarterly goals are written. Now transform your goals into
SMART goals. Read page 15 of this system to assist you in developing your SMART goals.
Then turn to page 33 and write out your own set of SMART goals.

Once you have your SMART goals, take a 3-inch by 5-inch index card and copy your goals on
the card. Carry your goal card with you wherever you go. Any chance you get, take out your
goals and read them. The more you do this, the more your subconscious mind will latch onto
your goals and transform them into reality. For maximum results, read your goals at least twice a
day, once when you wake up and once right before you go to sleep. Make sure you have a good
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mental image of your goals. The more clear, vivid, colorful, detailed, and rich the images are, the
more committed to the goals your mind becomes. Make sure you add your favorite sounds and
the feeling you will have when you achieve your goals. You will continuously keep building the
images of your goals as you continue to pursue them.

10. MONTHLY GOALS

Quarterly goals are still too big to work with effectively. Turn to page 36 and break down your
quarterly goals into monthly goals. Develop your monthly goals so that they support your larger
goals. Make sure your goals are SMART. Focus on only one month at time.

Write down how much money you want to earn over the next month, how much money you want
to have in savings at the end of this month, how much you want to earn in passive income, and
what you want to accomplish over the next month that will express your purpose and bring you
closer to achieving your quarterly goals. Write down the description of what you want to achieve
this month. Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

11. WEEKLY GOALS

You are almost finished with the planning process. Monthly goals are still too big and you may
lose sight of them. Now turn to page 38 and break down your monthly goals into weekly goals.
Make sure your weekly goals are SMART and that they support your monthly goals. Focus only
on the first week. When the first week is complete, then plan for the next week. This will help
you make adjustments along the way.

Write down how much money you want to earn this week, how much money you want to have in
your savings at the end of this week, how much you want to earn in passive income, and what
you want to accomplish over the next week that will express your purpose and bring you closer
to achieving your monthly goals. Write down the description of what you want to achieve this
week. Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

12. TIME MANAGEMENT

Time management is a misnomer. You cannot physically manage time. You can only manage your
activities in the time you have. The good news is everyone has the same amount of time. The dif-
ference between extraordinary people and average people is very small. It is what extraordinary
people do in the time they have that makes the big difference. They are laser-focused on what
they want to accomplish. They allocate dedicated uninterrupted time to activities that will move
them toward their goals. Average people allow interruptions to consume their lives and believe
they don’t have enough time to be successful. Additional time commitments are associated with
loss — less sleep or less time to watch TV, etc.

This is a system to manage your activities and focus your efforts on wealth creation. In order to
create wealth, you must allocate time for all the important activities. This does not mean that you
schedule all your waking hours on wealth-building activities. You must have balance in your life;
otherwise, you will be miserable and resent making money. The key to success is living a reason-
ably balanced life. This includes producing active income, managing your money (generating
passive income), working on self-improvement — nourishing your mind, exercising — maintain-
ing your health, nurturing your family relationships, and enjoying recreation. 
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Some days you may not be able to include all of the activities mentioned; therefore, you must use
good judgment to ensure you have appropriate time scheduled for each during a given week. I
have included a sample monthly schedule for you to use as a guideline on page 34. Notice that
the all-important activities are allocated throughout the month. This makes it easy to schedule
and plan your weekly and daily activities.

For those of you who have a job, the example on page 34 may seem a stretch for you. This will
change very quickly when you stick with this program. You are in an evolutionary process, tran-
sitioning from where you are to living the way you want. Use your time wisely and follow the
plan. Take consistent action every day. I too transitioned from my job to being independent.
However, this did not happen overnight. Be patient with yourself. Making the transition does take
time.

To use this method most effectively, use the following guidelines:
A. Complete your monthly plan for the following month one or two days prior to the end of

the current month. Your first month’s plan is on page 35. If you currently have a job, allo-
cate the time in your plan that you spend at your job and include travel time to and from
your job. Then schedule the time you have left for your money making and other activi-
ties.

B. Allocate 30 to 45 minutes each day to complete your wealth-conditioning activities in this
system.

C. Allocate time for focused income-producing activities for every day that you schedule for
income-producing activities.

D. Allocate one to two hours for managing your money — i.e., passive income-producing
activities at least once per week.

E. Allocate 30 to 60 minutes of time for self-improvement every day.
F.  Allocate at least 30 to 60 minutes for exercise four to five times a week.
G. Allocate adequate time with your family each week. Successful people schedule time

every day with their family when they are not traveling on business.
H. Allocate at least four to eight hours each week for recreational activities. It is best to

schedule 30 to 60 minutes of play time each day rather than the full amount on a single
day.

I.  Allocate one to two hours per week of focused time on improving your business.

Remember, these are merely guidelines, not absolutes. By allocating your time on activities as
suggested, your chance for success vastly improves. The suggested allocations are what top
achievers use, so wouldn’t it be a good idea to give it a shot? 

All work and no play will make life miserable. Choose to take the time to take care of yourself
and enjoy the process. I guarantee it will also make your work much easier and more enjoyable.
By taking care of yourself, it gives your subconscious mind time to process everything that has
taken place and come up with creative solutions to the challenges you face. When you don’t allo-
cate time for play, your subconscious mind may actually work against you. Your subconscious
mind may associate all work and no play as unhealthy and therefore detrimental to the body. We
are designed to have fun and play. Allow yourself the time to really enjoy life.
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Daily Activity

13. PURPOSE

Read the purpose of your life twice a day, first thing in the morning and right before you go to
sleep. By reading the purpose of your life regularly, you will remain focused on what is impor-
tant and gain the motivation to achieve what you want. The more often you read your purpose of
life, the better. The more you read it, the more engrained it becomes at the subconscious level
and the more you will achieve what expresses your purpose.

14. AFFIRMATIONS

Pick one to two affirmations that will assist you in forward progress and write them down. Focus
your affirmations in areas that are challenging to you and have an emotional charge. Follow the
directions in the Power Affirmations method of this system on page 18. Complete one set of 10
for each affirmation you listed before starting your workday. By doing so, you will condition
your mind to achieve what you want, remove obstacles, and diminish mind chatter for the day.

15. INCOME GOAL

As an entrepreneur, it is important to focus on income, and this is why you have developed your
annual, monthly, and weekly income goals. The daily income goal is to focus your attention on
sales that you will make for the day. When you have a daily income goal, you now know how
much you must sell that day. For example, if you have one product that sells for $10 and your
daily goal is $100, then you must sell 10 units. Now you can gauge your progress during the day. 

For those of you with a job, transitioning to becoming an entrepreneur, it is even more important
to focus on a daily income goal. In a job you will only get paid what the job is worth. Most like-
ly you make a set amount of income per week unless you are in sales and get paid on commis-
sions. Also, you typically receive a raise once a year. In your own business, you get paid for the
value you provide. To transition successfully into entrepreneurship, you must retrain your mind
as to how you will be rewarded. You determine your income. The more value you provide to the
market, the more you get paid. By focusing on daily income goals, you will quickly retrain your
mind on income production.

Take your weekly income goal and break it down into daily goals. For example, if your weekly
income goal is to earn $1,000 and you plan on working five days a week, your daily goal will be
$200 per day. You could also have different daily goals for each day of the week, depending on
how you schedule your week. Be flexible. There are no hard and fast rules here.

Caution: When you are setting daily income goals, avoid the temptation to set low income goals
early in the week and high income goals later in the week. Use good judgment when
you set your goals; otherwise, you may set yourself up for failure. Make your goals
SMART.
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16. DEPOSIT TO FFIA ACCOUNT

Your FFIA account is your Financial Freedom Investment Account. This is money that will be
used to invest and must never be used for consumption. The money in this account is solely for
making investments that increase your income. Money put to work in investments over a period
of time will literally set you free, no matter how small you start. Rich people always pay them-
selves first. Whatever money they make, a portion is immediately removed and deposited into
their FFIA before any expenses are paid. Poor people, on the other hand, pay for everything first
and then if there is anything left over, they may save it. This simple habit of paying yourself first,
done consistently over a period of time — even if you don’t make much money — will give you
financial freedom.

Each day take your spare change and deposit it into your FFIA container. Note down the amount
that you have saved for the day on your daily sheet. Whenever you get paid, take 10 percent of
the entire amount and deposit it into your FFIA container. At the end of each month, deposit the
money from your FFIA container into an interest-bearing or investment account. Keep track of
how well your investment is growing. Be patient. In the beginning it may seem like a waste of
time, but soon you will see the rewards of your new habit.

17. INTERNAL MOTIVATION

External motivation is only temporary. Internal motivation is what you must develop in order to
become successful. Most people have been conditioned to think that in order to get motivated
they must get motivated by someone else because they cannot motivate themselves. This is a fal-
lacy. It is easy and simple to develop internal motivation. Using the Baseball Diamond Method
on page 16, you will develop the necessary internal motivation to move you toward any goal you
choose.

Pick a goal you want to achieve and write it down. Now follow the Baseball Diamond Method
with your goal in mind. Take your time and go through the bases. Notice your internal motivation
building as you complete all the bases. You may go through this method more than once if you
want to build your internal motivation even stronger.

18. TIME ALLOCATION

Allocate the time you have available appropriately to maintain a balanced life and achieve the
financial goals you want. Schedule time for money-making activities, exercise, money manage-
ment, self-improvement, play time, and family time. Some days you will not participate in all of
the activities. This is merely a guideline for you to become consciously aware of how you are
allocating your time. Use the checklist as an easy way to allocate your time.

19. ACT IN SPITE OF…

All successful people do the things they fear most first. Therefore, whatever you choose as your
“act in spite of ” activity, do this activity first. You will be glad you did. “Acting in spite of ”
every day will build self-confidence and self-esteem, and will assist you in breaking through any
fears you may have had in the past. 
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Every day, choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on that day. This activity
must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in spite of any
negative feelings or mind chatter. Write down the activity in the space provided on your daily
worksheets. At the end of the day, after completing the activity, describe how you feel and how
you have grown by acting “in spite of…” In other words: Feel the fear and do it anyway. You’ll
be glad you did.

20. VISUALIZATION

Visualization is a key to manifesting your big dreams. Studies have found that visualizing when
you first wake up in the morning and right before you go to sleep are the two best times to plant
the image of your big dreams into your subconscious mind. This is when your subconscious
mind is most receptive to accepting new thoughts. Also, when your subconscious mind has an
image impressed upon it by your conscious mind over and over, consistently, for a period of time,
your subconscious mind will work diligently to manifest your image. 

It doesn’t matter if you think you are good at visualization or not. Even if your images are not
sharp and detailed, it doesn’t matter. The important part is that you take the time to develop the
image of your big dreams and repeat them on a consistent basis. This process will reprogram
your subconscious mind and give it direction. When your subconscious mind has clear direction,
it will attract everything you require to make your dream reality.

Take five to 10 minutes each day and visualize yourself being financially free. Notice what you
see, hear, feel, smell, and taste. Make your picture as vivid as possible, adding bright color, mak-
ing the picture panoramic, and adding any characteristics that make you feel good. Add sounds,
your favorite music, make it surround sound, and make it the most kinesthetically pleasurable as
possible. The most important part is that it must feel good to you.

Once each day, write down a description of your image with as much detail as possible. Pick a
different part of your big dreams every day. Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

21. ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SUCCESSES

It is important to acknowledge and celebrate your successes every day, no matter how large or
small. Most of us have been conditioned not to toot our own horn or brag about our results. If we
don’t acknowledge our successes, then who will? This is why you must celebrate all of your
wins. By doing so, you train your subconscious mind to create more successes for you. If you
were in a habit of beating yourself up for not doing well enough, it is time to stop. Celebrate
what you did accomplish. You will get far greater results by celebrating than berating yourself.

List at least five successes you had each day. This could be anything from a sale you made,
money you earned, a task you completed, a letter you wrote, exercising you did, or even that you
took out the trash. In the beginning, until you get used to this process, you may feel challenged
to come up with five successes. By listing your successes every day, you are training your mind
to have more successes.

After you have listed your five successes for the day, make sure you celebrate them. Pat yourself
on the back and congratulate yourself. You are acknowledging your subconscious mind for all the
great work that was done.
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22. GRATITUDE

Gratitude is an important part of your wealth conditioning. When you have gratitude in your life,
more good will come to you. Your subconscious mind loves to serve, and when it knows that you
are grateful for what you receive, it will deliver more. It is that feeling of appreciation for all you
have and everyone who helps you that will attract more good to your life.

Every day list three people or things you are grateful for and briefly describe why you are grate-
ful for having them.

23. LEARNINGS

As we go through our days, we use different methods and produce results. Sometimes the results
are not what we expect. By writing down what you have learned on a daily basis, you become
more aware of what is working and what is not. Your heightened awareness is what will assist
you in developing alternative strategies to get the results you desire. Writing down your learnings
will reinforce them and accelerate your results.

At the end of each day, describe what you have learned about yourself, your actions or inactions,
strategies you used to produce your current results, and any other insightful thoughts you may
have had during the day.

Weekly Progress

At the end of each week fill out the weekly progress summary. Answer all the questions and
notice the progress you have made. Complete all the activities suggested. These activities were
specifically designed for you to become aware of your patterns and so that you could make
adjustments more quickly and easily. It will be well worth your time and effort.

Monthly Progress

Each month, track your results in your Financial Freedom Investment Account tracking chart
located on the next page. This activity builds your awareness to growing your passive income so
that one day you can live financially free.

At the end of each month fill out the Monthly Progress Summary. Answer all the questions and
notice the progress you have made. Complete all the activities suggested. You may be thinking,
But I do this on a weekly basis, why should I do it monthly too? The reason is to improve your
planning and estimation abilities. Most of us either over- or underestimate what we are capable
of doing in a month. This activity will help you hone that skill so that you can more effectively
realize your goals. 

Be gentle on yourself during this part of the process. No beating yourself up for goals or activi-
ties you did not accomplish. This is merely feedback. Use the feedback effectively by changing
your course of action a little bit at a time. Notice what is working and what is not. Develop a
plan to improve the following month.

The Wealth Without a Job 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System
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Financial Freedom Investment Account (FFIA)
Tracking Chart

At the end of each month, plot the amount of money you have in your FFIA account, including
any interest you have earned on your money. It is vitally important to keep this information in
the forefront of your mind. PLEASE PRINT OUT THIS FORM

TheWealthWithout a Job 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System
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SMART Goals

It’s now time to put our goals into SMART format to make it easy for our subconscious minds to under-
stand and achieve. Clear direction is the key to success. Here we will review the basics so you can develop
your goals.

When setting a goal to achieve a particular outcome, the goal must be SMART. What is a SMART goal? A
SMART goal is:

Specific

Measurable and meaningful

As if now (Present Tense)

Reach out and reasonable

Time framed

First, the goal must be specific. If it is not stated specifically, your subconscious mind will not know
exactly what you want. Specific also means it must be stated in the positive. Ask for what you do want. Do
not ask for what you don’t want. Remember that the subconscious mind does not understand negatives or
negation.

Second, the goal must be measurable and meaningful. Your goal must be stated in such a way that it can be
easily measured. When writing your goal, ask yourself: What evidence do I require when the goal is
achieved so I will know 100% for sure that I have achieved it? Another way to determine measurability is
to ask: Can it be carried in a wheelbarrow? If yes, it is measurable. If your goal is huge, you will need a
huge wheelbarrow to hold it.

Third, the goal must be stated as if you have the goal now. The goal must be stated in the present tense.
This is critical. You cannot change the past or the future. The only change you can make is in the present. 

Fourth, your goal must be a reach out and reasonable goal. The reach out part of the goal should stretch
you beyond your current situation. You do not want to make the goal too easy; otherwise, you will not feel
satisfied when you achieve the goal because it did not stretch you. The goal must also be reasonable. It
must be attainable. Perhaps you’d like one million dollars by tomorrow morning. This is not reasonable
unless you already have millions of dollars that you can use to achieve the goal. If your goal were to
achieve one million dollars in five years, this would be reasonable. 

Last, your goal must have a time frame. A specific date when you will achieve your goal must be included.
If you do not have a specific time in your goal, it will always remain in the future. 

Here is an example of a SMART goal: 

I now have $1,000,000 in my prosperity bank account on December 31, 2009.
This goal assumes that you have little or a moderate amount of income. It also assumes the goal was set in
the year 2004. This goal would not be appropriate for someone who already has close to one million dol-
lars in his or her bank account currently or who has a half-million-dollar income.
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Baseball Diamond Method
Developing Internal Motivation

Here is a method for re-grooving your neurology. The actual movement of walking is very
important, because motivation is a physical, rather than intellectual, experience. If you simply
read about this method, you will gain about what you paid for the system. Getting up and actual-
ly doing it produces results worth thousands of times the price of the program. By mentally and
physically moving yourself through the phases of accomplishment and instilling these new moti-
vation factors, you will notice that your behavior related to goals will shift rapidly. 

Take four blank pieces of paper. Write the word(s) PATIENCE on the first, OK on the second,
FOCUS ON INTERNAL DESIRE on the third, and APPRECIATE RESULTS on the last. Place
these four pieces of paper on the floor, in the corners of the largest room in your house, as shown
in figure 1.

Figure 1

Imagine the pieces of paper are a baseball diamond and you are going around the bases. Now,
think of a goal that you want to achieve. See yourself in the experience of working on your goal
and see it through your own eyes. See the pictures, hear the sounds, and feel the feelings associ-
ated with achieving your goal. 

Now, move through your image of achieving your goal. It is only natural that you experience
some fear of failure. If you don’t, then either your goal is trivial or you are denying your feel-
ings. Therefore, consider a larger goal that offers a bigger challenge or slow down so you can
focus your awareness more carefully on your present feelings, whichever is appropriate. Now,
stand on first base or PATIENCE. Notice that the goal is not accomplished yet. When you are on
first base, be patient. Really experience being patient and relax. Allow patience to pervade every
part of your consciousness and all the cells in your body.
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Once you have that, move forward in your mind again to achieving your goal. Physically walk to
second base, or OK. Allow yourself to notice any obstacles that could stop or slow your progress
toward your goal. On second base, just imagine that everything is OK. No matter what happened
or what obstacles have come up, let all of them be OK. You see, OK is the most resourceful reac-
tion you can have to any obstacle. OK is more resourceful than fighting with obstacles, denying
they exist, wishing they would go away, or engaging in nonproductive thinking that typically
begins with the phrase “If only ... ” These nonproductive reactions assign the power to the obsta-
cle and take power away from you. On second base, allow the experience of OK to pervade every
part of your consciousness and all the cells in your body.

Start moving forward again toward achieving your goal. Walk to third base, or FOCUS ON
INTERNAL DESIRE. It is only natural for distractions to come to awareness as you progress
toward any goal. The football game on TV, the person who interrupts you, or the pie in your
refrigerator can prevent your accomplishment if you allow it to. Fighting with these distractions
or using willpower to overcome them can consume more energy than productive work toward
your goal. Instead, return your awareness to your original desire—why did you want this goal in
the first place? On third base, focus on the internal desires you have about achieving your goal.
Make sure to enhance the image of your goal now by changing the details of your image. Make
sure your image is large, bright, and colorful, and don’t forget to add sounds, feelings, smells,
and tastes. Just let yourself enjoy the image you have now when your goal is achieved.

Move forward again. Stand on home plate, APPRECIATE RESULTS. Once there, just appreciate
the results you have achieved. Look back at the progress you have already made and notice how
far you have come. Now, really appreciate all that you have gained in the process, no matter how
large or small. It is your appreciation that continues to move you forward in achieving the suc-
cess you deserve and desire.

In a real baseball game, after you run around the bases, you must sit down for a while and wait
your next time at bat. Not so here. In this game you can go around the bases again right away if
you don’t yet feel the passion you want after your first circuit. 

How do you feel now? Do you feel more motivated to achieve your goal? Are you emotionally
involved in attaining it? Can you truly appreciate where you will be when you achieve your goal?
Now keep going. Don’t stop here.

SEE WHAT THOSE WHO HAVE USED THE METHODS FROM WEALTH WITHOUT A JOB

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“This is a must-read for anyone who wants more out of life. Wealth Without a Job is one of the most

financially beneficial books I have read in a long time. It takes your psychology and puts it in a money
building mindset. The way I look at things now is more from a perspective of financial prosperity and

gain instead of worrying about paying the bills or just catching up. In fact, since reading this book,
my business has picked up tons of steam and I have been on a roll ever since. I would just like to thank

Andy and Phil for writing this book. This should have come out years ago. Who knows where I would be
now if I had had it sooner.”

D. Osenbau, Amazon.com Reviewer
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Power Affirmations Method

Pick the affirmation from the following list that produces the strongest emotional reaction:

GENERAL

• I am the one who tells my mind what to think.
• All parts of my mind are cooperating with each other.
• I forgive those teachers who forced me to write sentences as punishment.
• My thoughts have infinite creative power. I am focusing on what is desirable in my life and

consciousness.

SPIRITUALITY

• I am always in the right place and the right time, successfully engaged in the right activity.
• I am living in a safe and friendly environment filled with people who love me and support my

purpose.
• I am experiencing ever-increasing amounts of God’s love and grace.

SELF-ESTEEM

• Disapproval is OK with me.
• The more I like myself the way I am, the more I am the way I want to be.
• I forgive myself for thinking that my feelings meant something bad about me.
• I am proud of myself. I am proud of what I do. I am proud of who I am.
• Even though I have character defects, I love and accept myself completely.
• It is OK for me to have strong emotions.

RELATIONSHIPS

• I am now receiving assistance and cooperation from those people everywhere necessary to
accomplish my desired results.

• I am ready to meet the (wo)man I want, who loves me and who wants a relationship.
• When I mean yes, I say yes; when I mean no, I say no.

TIME

• My mind is more than flexible enough for me to use time most effectively.
• Time is on my side.
• I am using my time in effective ways that express my purpose.

FINANCE AND CAREER

• Success makes me more determined. Setbacks make me more determined. Everything makes
me more determined.

• Everyone is supporting me in increasing my income.
• Now that I am grown up, it is OK for me to receive income and support from various places at

once.
• My competitive spirit empowers and motivates me to earn, receive, and accumulate income far

in excess of my requirements.
• I am calm and attentive while selling.
• All parts of my mind are cooperating to produce the action that creates wealth for me.
• I made it through birth, infancy, toilet training, childhood, adolescence, and the rest. Now I am

expressing myself the way I choose and freely receiving all my positive desires.
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RESOLUTION OF GUILT

• God is my Father.
• I am free of those religious views that in the past kept me poor. I step forward to claim all the

good that God has for me.
• I am not my past. I am a child of God.
• I now possess the foresight to think through my behavior to its ultimate results.
• I forgive myself for allowing guilt to make decisions and hold me back. Now I am using self-

acceptance and massive action to lead straight to my goal.
• I am alive and they are dead and these two things have nothing to do with each other.

(for survivor’s guilt)

HEALTH

• My body knows how to heal itself.
• I am developing the right habits for better health.
• I am receiving excellent advice from health professionals.
• I am healing myself by accepting the energy I refer to as symptoms.

Many of these affirmations contain participles, such as “developing” and “receiving.” These
forms make affirmations more active for you.

Basic Procedure “Set of 10”

The first step is to write the affirmation in the first person.
It is OK for me to have strong emotions.

Most people discover that handwriting is more effective than typing because of the higher
engagement of visual, hearing, and feeling senses. Then write the objection or negative reaction
your mind gives you to this. Put this reaction in parentheses to denote its lesser importance rela-
tive to the affirmation. This we refer to as your response. (I feel guilty when I lose my temper.) 

Recording your negative response to your affirmation is a key part of this process. Most people
who have used this process report that they get in touch with a scared little internal child. By
doing this, you are providing the scared little person we all have inside, but prefer to ignore, to
have his or her say. Perhaps you already know, or will discover as you use the Power
Affirmations method, that this scared little person knows he or she does not have the answers
(that is why he or she is scared), but does have the desire to be heard. You satisfy this desire by
recording your response to the affirmation. Then by composing a new affirmation to deal with
the response, you reassure the child that you are capable of taking care of him or her. Since the
scared little child merely wants to be heard, by recording your response, you will notice that the
internal chatter will subside. 

Then compose a new affirmation to change the thought in your response. To quote Regis Philbin,
“Is that your final answer?” Of course, you do not want the negative responses to be your final
answer. *Now it is easy for me to remember to take a breath and think before I speak. For identi-
fication purposes we add an asterisk at the beginning of the new affirmation. Then you write, “It
is OK for me to have strong emotions” two more times in the first person, each time with a
response and a new affirmation to change the response, as we did before. Allow your mind to
produce its response spontaneously without censorship. By doing it this way, you will notice that
you have different responses each time. 
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Now write your affirmation in the second person, using your name. “George, it is OK for you to
have strong emotions.” Do this three times, each time recording your response and composing
your new affirmation as you did before. 

Then write your affirmation in the third person, using your name. “It is OK for George to have
strong emotions.” Do this three times, each time recording your response and composing your
new affirmation as you did before.

Then the final step is to write your affirmation, “It is OK for me to have strong emotions” once
in the first person with no response. 

Three times in each of three persons plus the final one in the first person equals a “set of 10.” 
With a little practice, you’ll complete a set of 10 in about 15 minutes. 

Using all three persons (I/me, you and he/him/she/her) enables you to deal with all the objections
your mind contains on the subject in question, whether these ideas are ones that you thought up
yourself (first person), that other people told you (second person), that other people said about
you (third person).

In some cases you thought up the ideas in your mind on your own. When I was a child, my moth-
er had a lot of faith in doctors. If I complained about illness, she immediately took me to the
doctor. After a few such trips, I noticed that the doctor always did something unpleasant to me,
so I concluded on my own that “Doctors hurt me” and learned to avoid complaining about ill-
ness. Later as an adult, I realized that my compulsive avoidance of doctors did not serve opti-
mum health, and I used affirmations to dissolve this thinking. This was a conclusion that I made
on my own, and so it was in my mind in the first person, “Doctors hurt me.”

There is also the possibility that ideas got into your mind in the second person. If your parents
told you regularly, “You are an excellent student. I am glad that you are so smart” or “What’s
wrong with you? How can you be so stupid?” then this is information that entered your mind in
the second person. 

Information that got into your mind in the third person requires an explanation. Observe the
behavior of two or more adults in the presence of an infant. In almost every case, the infant is the
topic of conversation. The adults discuss the infant as though he or she were not present. They
offer their opinions about the infant’s personality, bowel movements, progress toward toilet train-
ing, resemblance to relatives and lots of other personal characteristics. Today if two people had
this same conversation in your presence, you would be justifiably offended. 

In the case of the infant, the assumption seems to be that since he or she cannot speak then he or
she can’t understand. However, if you observe the infant in this situation, he or she is taking in
every word, (unless of course he is asleep). The infant is paying attention because he or she
wants to learn to speak. All of us learned to speak by imitating those around us. This accounts
for local linguistic idiosyncrasies such as accents, dialects, and regional slang. The point here is
that some ideas entered your mind in the third person as a result of people talking about you in
your presence.
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Language

If English is your second language, you’ll make far more rapid progress writing affirmations in
your first language. Childhood rules and conditioning were imparted to you in your mother
tongue. Translate your affirmations into your first language before writing them, even if there are
words you need to look up in a bilingual dictionary. 

Dealing with Responses to Your Affirmations

It is to your benefit to be aware of the specific thoughts that limit your accomplishment and
peace of mind. You can’t change what you don’t know about. This explains why positive thinking
produces results that are usually only minor and temporary. This is the reason for noting in writ-
ing your response to the affirmation. Let’s say you write the affirmation “My income exceeds my
expenses,” and let’s say that your response is “(I am always broke).” 

Now it is important to realize that the limiting thought that arose in your response has been cre-
ating results in your life for a very long time. Furthermore, these results confirm the validity of
“(I am always broke).” The question then becomes whether this thought is “true.” The fact that it
is true in the sense that it conforms to your personal experience must be the case because of the
creative power of your thinking. For this reason, you must question “(I am always broke)” a little
further and ask, “Is this thought absolutely true?” Absolutely means throughout all space and
time, in all cases for all people. Surely you could see that “(I am always broke)” is not absolutely
true and that there have been instances in your life when you have had money or even other peo-
ple have money, so you can too. Clearly your willingness to see things differently is required. If
you are insistent upon the absolute truth of “(I am always broke),” then that will continue to be
the experience your creative thinking will manifest. What you focus on in life will be what you
receive. Questioning the validity of your thinking at an absolute level offers the opportunity to
see things differently. 

Dealing with “I Can’t” in Your Responses

“I can’t” is the verbal expression of the sensation of helplessness. Humans have limits. There are
things we cannot do. No one can fly to the moon by flapping his or her arms. However, you will
probably discover that many of the things about which you think “I can’t” are actually accom-
plishments that are not only humanly possible, but things that other people do every day. Possibly
you will have to pay closer attention to your thoughts and language to detect the “I can’t.” “I
can’t” is almost never true. A useful mental discipline is to catch yourself thinking “I can’t” and
change it to “I won’t,” and then ask yourself whether the statement is true. This may seem like a
small distinction, but “I won’t” returns the power of choice about your behavior to you. Just
because you feel helpless does not mean that you are helpless. The sentence to remember is:
Helplessness is a feeling, not a condition, and therefore is temporary.

An astounding truth about helplessness is this: Helplessness leads to power.
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When a Response to Your Affirmation Doesn’t Appear

Writing affirmations facilitates positive change in your reality. Your external reality is a reflec-
tion of your thinking. If you want something different from what you have, then the thoughts that
created what you have now must be resident somewhere in your consciousness, even though you
may be unaware of the specifics. This means to change what you have, you identify and change
the specific thoughts that created the status quo. 

Then you address the resistance or inertia of your mind. It is possible that your mind may not
willingly (at least at first) tell you what it has been thinking to create the status quo. There are
several possible reasons for this reluctance. One could be that your mind desires to maintain the
status quo because there is fear of change. Another possibility is that your mind believes it is
protecting you from an uncomfortable memory, some past upset, or negative feelings by not let-
ting you know what is there. Obviously, there is SOME thought inhabiting your consciousness
that is in opposition to the affirmation, or the change you desire would have already occurred.
Therefore, write something like this as your new affirmation (*I know there is something there in
my mind, but it is not coming out yet.)

Then as a new affirmation to deal with this response, write something like, *It is safe for me to
know about everything in my mind. 

Composing New Affirmations to Deal with Your Responses

As you gain experience with affirmations, you’ll improve at composing affirmations to deal with
your responses primarily because you will quickly gain a better understanding about the negative
parts of your mind—the parts you may feel ashamed about or have been struggling to deny.
(Also you will progressively take your negative thoughts less seriously.) As uncomfortable as it
may be, this understanding will benefit you greatly. Some people have reported that their
responses are the exact words of one of their parents. This tends to occur most frequently in
responses to affirmations written in the second person. Hence the affirmation preamble, “Now
that I am grown up...”

Inversion is probably the simplest method of composing new affirmations to deal with your neg-
ative responses. You take the negative response and invert it directly into a positive statement,
adding one of the affirmation preambles, if required, for believability.

Response Affirmation to Deal with It
That will never happen. It is within the realm of all possible events that it can happen.
I don’t know how. I have the ability to learn anything I set my mind to.
What will people think? I am the source of my own approval. 

How Long? How Much? When to Switch to a New Affirmation?

Use affirmations to aid in the achievement of a particular result. Once that result has been
achieved, you can switch to a new affirmation. So we switch to a new affirmation in two differ-
ent instances: 1) The desired result of the affirmation you have been writing has manifested for
you. 2) In the course of composing affirmations to deal with your responses, you have composed
one that has a stronger emotional reaction than the one you had been using. 
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This is not magic. The results from any affirmation may not be instantaneous, because you are
dealing with psychological material that was likely learned during 20,000 meals with people who
gave you conflicting messages about yourself, money, sex, and other issues. However, it is rare
that two weeks of daily use with the method described fails to produce significant progress on
any desired result. 

Using Power Affirmations is similar to psychological horticulture. Weeds will grow anywhere
without attention. By using this affirmations technique, you tend your mental garden, eliminating
the weeds and bringing forth the fruit that you most prefer. 

It is impossible to solve your financial problems with money. If you have a money mindset that
produces financial problems and you should happen to get more money without changing the
mindset, then pretty soon, you will have the same financial problems, only bigger. 

As many people have discovered, struggling and juggling produce limited results. This is
because, akin to emergency room care, it deals with symptoms rather than causes. Change to a
prosperity mindset is almost certain to take you outside your comfort zone. Dealing with the psy-
chological and emotional issues that inhibit your progress is not always easy, but it is far easier
than carrying them around in the subconscious mind, where they confound your best efforts to
get ahead. 

Whatever your views about money, you are right. This is because your mind automatically cre-
ates financial results that are a precise reflection of your internal thinking. So whatever you think
about money, the issue as to whether you are right is meaningless. Would you rather be rich or
would you rather be right?

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I think for me the thing that got real crystal clear is that I can be the cause of everything in my life.

While that may sound negative, the positive is that I can plan for things and make things happen and trust
that they will. I take responsibility for what’s going on in my life. And when I am not getting the results
that I want, I now have tools that I can use to change myself so I can get what I want. And I don’t feel
that I am at the whim of anybody or anything else. I can really make happen in my life what I want.
They took me though some territory that none of the other self-help programs do. None of the other

things about affirmations. We say this all the time—it is like spray-painting rust. You guys have some
tools that take the rust right off and get down to the good stuff and very quickly.”

Dr. Tom Leutner, American Hypnosis Institute
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EXAMPLE—-POWER AFFIRMATIONS 
SAMPLE Set of 10

First Person It is OK for me to think that everyone
supports me in increasing my income. (What about
those people who don’t want to buy?) *I can always
learn something useful from people who decline my
offers. It is OK for me to think that everyone supports
me in increasing my income. (I am afraid that if I
believe this, I will be easily deceived by dishonest peo-
ple.) *It is always OK for me to say no. It is OK for me
to think that everyone supports me in increasing my
income. (What about those people who are not inter-
ested in what I am offering them?) *I know how to
find out quickly whether people are interested.

Second Person Skipper, it is OK for you to think that
everyone supports you in increasing your income. (I
remember my parents telling me that there are people
that I should watch out for.) *I forgive my parents for
the mistakes they made. Skipper, it is OK for you to
think that everyone supports you in increasing your
income. (If I make more money, I will just have to pay
more taxes.) *I am grateful that the government does
not take all my income. Skipper, it is OK for you to
think that everyone supports you in increasing your
income. (What about the people who don’t have the
money to pay for what I am offering?) *I have the
freedom to change my prices whenever it is to my bene-
fit.

It is OK for me to think that everyone supports me in
increasing my income.

Third Person It is OK for Skipper to think that every-
one supports him in increasing his income. (All kinds
of people will approach me with requests for gifts or
with silly investment schemes.) *I can say no without
feeling guilty. *I know when it is right for me to be gen-
erous. It is OK for Skipper to think that everyone sup-
ports him in increasing his income. (I am afraid that
some people will think they have been cheated.) *I
trust myself to be responsive to people’s reasonable
complaints. It is OK for Skipper to think that every-
one supports him in increasing his income. (Why
not?) *I am grateful for my ability to change my mind.

It is OK for me to think that everyone supports me in
increasing my income.

This sample is intended to demonstrate and explain a
“set of 10” affirmations. Your responses and com-
posed affirmations will be different.

EXPLANATION

You write the affirmation in the first person (me) fol-
lowed by any objection or negative that your mind
may have about it. This objection is placed in paren-
theses ( ) to make the point that the objection has less
importance than the affirmation. Then you compose
an affirmation that would cancel the validity of the
objection. This affirmation that you compose is pre-
ceded by an asterisk * to make it easy to find for
future reference. The composed affirmation is shown
in italics for the purpose of clarity. Refer to main text
about how to make the composed affirmations.

Having completed three repetitions of the affirmation
in the first person, and three responses and composing
three new affirmations, you repeat the process in the
second person (you). The affirmation in the second
person will be more effective if you add your child-
hood name to it as shown at left. (Skipper in the sam-
ple.) 

Having completed three repetitions of the affirmation
in the second person and three responses and compos-
ing three new affirmations, you repeat the process in
the third person (he or she). The affirmation in the
third person will be more effective if you add your
childhood name to it as shown at left.

Here you write the affirmation in the first person,
without a response and without a composed affirma-
tion, to complete the “set of 10.” 
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Purpose of My Life Process

Section A: List 10 to 20 characteristics that you like about yourself.

1 My____________________________ 11  My____________________________
2 My____________________________ 12  My____________________________
3 My____________________________ 13  My____________________________
4 My____________________________ 14  My____________________________
5 My____________________________ 15  My____________________________
6 My____________________________ 16  My____________________________
7 My____________________________ 17  My____________________________
8 My____________________________ 18  My____________________________
9 My____________________________ 19  My____________________________

10 My___________________________ 20  My____________________________

Now look back over your list and check off the 3, 4 or 5 most significant characteristics to you.

———————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————

Section B: List the ways that you like to express yourself that involve one or more of the
characteristics that you checked in section A.

1  __________________________ing 11  ____________________________ing
2  __________________________ing 12  ____________________________ing
3  __________________________ing 13  ____________________________ing
4  __________________________ing 14  ____________________________ing
5  __________________________ing 15  ____________________________ing
6  __________________________ing 16  ____________________________ing
7  __________________________ing 17  ____________________________ing
8  __________________________ing 18  ____________________________ing
9  __________________________ing 19  ____________________________ing

10  __________________________ing 20  ____________________________ing

———————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————

Section C: Think about your highest aspirations for yourself and the world, and describe
these in 25 words or fewer.

———————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————

Now go back to section B and check off the 3, 4, or 5 activities that contribute the most to
making the world more the way that you just described it.

———————————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————————
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Section D: The Purpose of Your Life.

Fill in the first blank with the items that you checked off in section A. Fill in the second blank with the
items that you checked off in section B. Fill in the third blank with the description that you wrote in sec-
tion C.

The purpose of my life is to use my

(Section A)
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
by (section B)
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
so that (Section C)
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Another way to describe this process is that it asks you to answer the following
questions, which are key to having control of your life.

• What gifts do you have?
• How do you want to express these gifts for the betterment of humankind?
• How do you want to make a difference?

Now take a 3 inch x 5 inch index card and write your purpose on the card. Carry the card with
you everywhere you go. Read your purpose first thing in the morning and right before you go to
bed. This is when the subconscious mind is most receptive. Read the card every chance you get,
for example: when you are sitting at a traffic light, in between meetings, or in the bathroom. Take
the card and read it often. The more you read it, the more engrained it will be for you.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I have a new idea, a new energy, a new vision, a new voice moving toward my goals. I have short-term
ideas and am planning my new and young big-money business, my very own tennis academy. Thank you.”

Tracie Sorrentini, Entrepreneur, TSTA (Tracie Sorrentini Tennis Academy)
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Success Contract
Binding Contract of Commitment

Print out this contract and keep it where you will see it daily.

Name: __________________________________________ Date: ________________

It is the intention of the undersigned to finish the 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning
System within 90 days by taking all appropriate actions necessary. The action steps the under-
signed commits to are as follows:

1. When I make a commitment, I keep it no matter what. My commitments are sacred.

2. My word is law. What I say will be finished on time.

3. I no longer make commitments out of obligation or guilt. I now choose only the com-
mitments that will move me forward toward my goals.

4. I no longer overcommit myself. In the event I find myself over committed, I will offi-
cially decommit to the task. If another person is involved, I will let him or her know
that I have over committed and will no longer be able to fulfill the commitment or
reschedule the commitment in a time frame that is achievable.

By doing so, I will accelerate my results and recondition my mind toward wealth generation, and
I’ll become financially free. From this day forward I will no longer be denied my success. This
day in my life I finally make the choices necessary for success and stop taking the easy way out.
If necessary, I will pay the price to achieve my goals, because I know the pain of being unful-
filled is much greater than the pain of completing the task, no matter how difficult.

_______________________________________
Signature

GOAL FULFILLED

Congratulations! You completed your 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System and
have created momentum to achieving your big dreams. During the process you have created your
reality by tenaciously moving forward through better choices.

__________________ ________________________________
Date Goal Completes Signature of Acceptance
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Big Dreams

Describe what you want to be, do, or have in the next five years. Describe it in as much detail as
you can. Involve as many of your senses as possible. Make sure you include what you see, hear,
and how you will feel. Include smells and tastes if there are any. Use a separate sheet of paper if
you require more space. The important part here is to describe your big dreams in as much detail
as possible. If the details aren’t clear at this point, that is fine. As you continue to focus on your
big dreams the details will come to you. When they do, write them down. The more vivid the
description you have, the easier it will be to achieve.
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Big Dreams (continued)

How much money do you want to earn? $_________

How much money do you want to have in your savings? $_________

How much passive income do you want to earn? $_________

Describe what you will do with the money you have earned and saved. 

Why is this amount of money important to you? 

How will having your big dreams make you feel?
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Annual Income Goals

My annual income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this year is $_________

My goal for savings this year is $_________

My goal for passive income this year is $_________

Briefly describe what you want to achieve this year that is in alignment with your big dreams and
purpose. 

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.
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Quarterly Income Goals - Quarter ___

My quarterly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income for this quarter is $_________

My goal for savings this quarter is $_________

My goal for passive income this quarter is $_________

Briefly describe what you want to achieve this quarter that is part of your annual goals. 

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.
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Quarterly Improvement Plan
Three Things I will Improve in the Next 90 Days

Start Date ___________________

90 Days Later ___________________

Write down three things you would like to initiate or improve. Keep the description short, with-
out details. Next write down a measurement for what you want to initiate or improve so that you
know you have achieved your objective. Make sure it is reasonable, but still reach out. Refer to
SMART Goals.

Description Measurement

1

2

3
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Develop Your SMART Goals

Take a few minutes right now and rewrite the goals you stated earlier in SMART format.

Annual Goals:

Quarterly Goals:

Once you have your SMART goals written, take a 3-inch by 5-inch index card and write your
goals on it. Carry the index card with you wherever you go. Any chance you get, take out your
goals and read them. The more you do this, the more your subconscious mind will grab onto
them and make them a reality for you. Read your goals at least twice a day, once when you wake
up and once right before you go to sleep. Make sure you have a good mental image of what your
goals are. The more clear, vivid, colorful, detailed, and rich the images, are the more committed
to the goal your mind becomes. Make sure you add your favorite sounds and the feeling you will
have when you achieve your goals. You will continuously keep building your images of your
goals as you continue to pursue them.
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Month 1 PLEASE PRINT OUT THIS FORM
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Monthly Income Goals

Now it’s time to break down your goals even further. To produce the results you want, you must
work with smaller pieces. For example if you were to eat an elephant, would you eat it in one
bite or one bite at a time? To swallow it whole would be unmanageable. However eating the ele-
phant one small bite at a time will eventually get you the results you want. So make your goals
more manageable and easier to accomplish.

Break down your goals into monthly bite sizes.

My monthly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this month is $_________

My goal for savings this month is $_________

My goal for passive income this month is $_________

Now break down the quarterly goals you set earlier into monthly goals. When you break down
your goals, make sure they are small enough pieces to achieve within 30 days. Set yourself up
for success from the beginning by not overcommitting yourself. Also make your goals SMART.

Describe how you will feel when you achieve these goals.
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Monthly Activities

Write down all the activities necessary to accomplish your goals. These activities are action steps
to move you forward and closer to your goals. If you get stuck, review this list every week and
make additions or corrections. 

Also write down all commitments you currently have for the month. Once you have these activi-
ties identified, schedule time for each of them and keep those commitments. Be realistic and
don’t overcommit yourself. It is better to under commit and successfully achieve your goals than
to over commit and become frustrated. Success breeds success. Give yourself every opportunity
to succeed. Build up slowly. 

Priority     Activity Time Estimate
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 1

This is where the rubber meets the road. You are almost there. It is time to break down your
monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the bite size is small enough to make it easy for
you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you accomplish weekly goals consistently over a
period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly and easily you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

My goals for savings this week is $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

Describe what you will do this week to increase your income.
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 1 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 1

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 2

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 3

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 4

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 5

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 6

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 7

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 1 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

See what others who attended our trainings and used our materials
have said about their experience:

“I had a belief that I didn’t deserve to be rich, that I couldn’t have what I wanted. Money was
always for someone else. Your dynamic visualizations were very powerful for me, and they

helped me get where I am. This year I increased my income by 30%. Now I have the freedom
to receive, and I am really welcoming abundance.”

Eve Gage, Emmy-Winning Film Editor
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 2

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 2 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 8

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 9

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 10

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 11

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 12

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 13

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 14

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 2 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

See what others who attended our trainings and used our materials
have said about their experience:

“Wealth Without a Job has given me a tremendous way of focusing on what I really need to do
and have empowered me now to really have tools to look concretely at my career as a movement

artist, as a student of Marcel Marceau, and as mime, and the different branches of movement.
The American Tourister® gorilla is one of my most notable specialties. I am confident!”

Don McLeod, Movement Artist a/k/a The American Tourister® Gorilla
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 3

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 3 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 15

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 16

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 17

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 18

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 19

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 20

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 21

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 3 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I had been relatively successful, but it was hit or miss. I was a multiple six-figure income earner

for about four or five years, but then I found I didn’t have a nest egg anymore. I’d just get to
where things started working and I’d move away. I believed I didn’t deserve it, that I wasn’t
good enough. All that changed with your help. In August my income was $4,900 per month.

This month it’s $20,000.”
Greg Hillman, Network Marketing and Oil and Gas Sales
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 4

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 4 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 22

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 23

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 24

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 25

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 26

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 27

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 28

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 4 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“At the beginning, I was pretty resistant — still hanging on to the idea of having a job as my
salvation. Then I was laid off, without severance or benefits. Now my business is generating

about double what my job did. This is the first time in my life ever I wake up in the morning and
don’t mind going to work.”

Miguel Soares, Information Technology Executive
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Monthly Progress Summary

Congratulations! You have completed your first four weeks of this program. You are a champion!
Most people would have quit long before this point. So celebrate your success for being an
extraordinary person now! You deserve it!

Now review what happened during this month. Notice how well you did. Write down the answer
to each question in the space provided. Use a separate sheet of paper if you require additional
space. It is important to write your answers down. This will engrain your learnings at the cellular
level and become part of you.

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past four weeks.

2. Compare your monthly goals with the results you produced this month. Write down what you
noticed. Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them com-
pletely? Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Describe your progress in terms of active income production from your job or business and
your passive income from investing and managing your money.
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5. How do you feel about yourself in terms of your accomplishments and progress?

6. What did you learn about yourself?

7. How do you feel about life and others?

8. Describe what you will do to keep your momentum going for month two.

9. Review everything you were grateful for this month.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this program. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I am making more money than I ever have in my life. And I feel I am worth it.

My beliefs have changed to feeling that I have value, that I can contribute.”
Ken Cross, Home Improvement Contractor
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Congratulations!

You have completed the first part of the 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System! You
are awesome! Now is the time to keep going because you have momentum. Continue with Part
two and notice your results accelerate.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I am a singer and saxophone player, and I work in a band. And recently I took over as the leader

of the group. I acquired so many tools from you, and I have a new mindset for believing and
leading. Every day and every week I am making progress. I am feeling really great. Next to

my saxophone, [getting your information] was the best money I ever spent in my life.”
Lisa McLoed, Singer and Saxophonist
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WHAT TO DO NEXT

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“This weekend has taught me how to master my emotions and break through any barriers. Andy
and Phil teach simple systems that are easy to take in. This was my second weekend event, my

last being Oct. ’05. Since then I have developed my mindset to a degree that has netted me over
$300,000 doing real estate deals in the U.K., and teaching seven students to do ‘no money
down deals’ in the U.K. This time I brought one of my students with me. The value of this

weekend is priceless and will lead me to financial freedom. Thank you so much.”
Kevin Long, Real Estate Investor (UK)

Want to Accelerate Your Results?
For more information on Andy Fuehl’s

Wealth Without a Job Intensive Live Training Seminars
please visit 

http://WealthWithoutaJob.com/events 
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SEE WHAT THOSE THAT HAVE USED THESE METHODS FROM WEALTH WITHOUT A JOB

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“This book will change your life. If you want to start your own business, or if you want to increase your

capacity to earn money with your current business, get this book. For me, Wealth Without a Job taught me
the entrepreneurial skills that weren’t taught in school. Even more importantly, WWJ shows you how to

disconnect the subconscious habits around money and finances that may be impeding your financial well-
being. It shows you how to create healthier and more effective habits (and beliefs) around money. The
result is that you can earn money more efficiently, more easily, and without excessive pain or stress. 

“As other reviewers have mentioned, this is a book you work with, rather than simply read through. It is
essential to do the exercises to get the results. The exercises, and written material that accompanies them,
are well thought out and effective. You can feel the changes occurring in you as you progress. As an added

benefit, the roadmap for change contained in this book works equally well for other areas of life.
If you want to experience greater abundance in your life, give it a try!” 

A. Passera (Boston, MA), Amazon.com Reviewer

Welcome

Welcome to Part 2 of the 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System. By now you may
have noticed some shifts in your thinking and in your results. You have momentum going now, so
keep going. It is important that you continue your journey. You are one-third of the way through
the program. You’re doing great!

Instructions

Continue to use the program as instructed in Part 1 of your 90-Day Subconscious Wealth
Conditioning System.

In addition to your daily, weekly, and monthly planning, it is now time to review your big
dreams, annual goals, quarterly goals, and the Purpose of Your Life. Included are worksheets for
each of these. Review what you had written down, and if it is still what you want, then continue
with your monthly plan. However, if you want to make adjustments after your review, now is a
good time to do so on the sheets provided.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“By doing the Wealth Without a Job 90-Day System I have become really focused on things that move

me forward in my life. I have built lots of energy and motivation, and I am achieving my goals very easily
after I started using this program. Wealth Without a Job 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System

is the most rewarding investment that I have made to move me forward toward my goals.
I will highly recommend it to anyone.”

Keshav Kuthiala, Santa Ana, CA
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Big Dreams

Describe what you want to be, do, or have in the next five years. Describe it in as much detail as
you can. Involve as many of your senses as possible. Make sure you include what you see, hear,
and how you will feel. Include smells and tastes if there are any. Use a separate sheet of paper if
you require more space. The important part here is to describe your big dreams in as much detail
as possible. If the details aren’t clear at this point, that is fine. As you continue to focus on your
big dreams the details will come to you. When they do, write them down. The more vivid the
description you have, the easier it will be to achieve.
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Big Dreams (continued)

How much money do you want to earn? $_________

How much money do you want to have in your savings? $_________

How much passive income do you want to earn? $_________

Describe what you will do with the money you have earned and saved. 

Why is this amount of money important to you? 

How will having your big dreams make you feel?
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Annual Income Goals

My annual income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this year is $_________

My goal for savings this year is $_________

My goal for passive income this year is $_________

Briefly describe what you want to achieve this year that is in alignment with your big dreams and
purpose. 

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.
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Quarterly Income Goals - Quarter ___

My quarterly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income for this quarter is $_________

My goal for savings this quarter is $_________

My goal for passive income this quarter is $_________

Briefly describe what you want to achieve this quarter that is part of your annual goals. 

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.
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Quarterly Improvement Plan
Three Things I will Improve in the Next 90 Days

Start Date ___________________

90 Days Later ___________________

Write down three things you would like to initiate or improve. Keep the description short, with-
out details. Next write down a measurement for what you want to initiate or improve so that you
know you have achieved your objective. Make sure it is reasonable, but still reach out. Refer to
SMART Goals.

Description Measurement

1

2

3
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Develop Your SMART Goals

Take a few minutes right now and rewrite the goals you stated earlier in SMART format.

Annual Goals:

Quarterly Goals:

Once you have your SMART goals written, take a 3-inch by 5-inch index card and write your
goals on it. Carry the index card with you wherever you go. Any chance you get, take out your
goals and read them. The more you do this, the more your subconscious mind will grab onto
them and make them a reality for you. Read your goals at least twice a day, once when you wake
up and once right before you go to sleep. Make sure you have a good mental image of what your
goals are. The more clear, vivid, colorful, detailed, and rich the images, are the more committed
to the goal your mind becomes. Make sure you add your favorite sounds and the feeling you will
have when you achieve your goals. You will continuously keep building your images of your
goals as you continue to pursue them.
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Month 2 PLEASE PRINT OUT THIS FORM
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Monthly Income Goals

Now it’s time to break down your goals even further. To produce the results you want, you must
work with smaller pieces. For example if you were to eat an elephant, would you eat it in one
bite or one bite at a time? To swallow it whole would be unmanageable. However eating the ele-
phant one small bite at a time will eventually get you the results you want. So make your goals
more manageable and easier to accomplish.

Break down your goals into monthly bite sizes.

My monthly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this month is $_________

My goal for savings this month is $_________

My goal for passive income this month is $_________

Now break down the quarterly goals you set earlier into monthly goals. When you break down
your goals, make sure they are small enough pieces to achieve within 30 days. Set yourself up
for success from the beginning by not overcommitting yourself. Also make your goals SMART.

Describe how you will feel when you achieve these goals.
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Monthly Activities

Write down all the activities necessary to accomplish your goals. These activities are action steps
to move you forward and closer to your goals. If you get stuck, review this list every week and
make additions or corrections. 

Also write down all commitments you currently have for the month. Once you have these activi-
ties identified, schedule time for each of them and keep those commitments. Be realistic and
don’t overcommit yourself. It is better to under commit and successfully achieve your goals than
to over commit and become frustrated. Success breeds success. Give yourself every opportunity
to succeed. Build up slowly. 

Priority     Activity Time Estimate
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 5

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 5 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 29

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 30

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 31

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 32

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 33

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 34

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 35

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 5 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“Andy is a no-nonsense leader who is able to lead teams of people to success and develop

leadership throughout his team. He is able to teach others to let go of their lack
and limitations to achieve at their highest level.”

Jodie Kay Petra, Past District Governor of Toastmasters International, Mesa, AZ
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 6

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 6 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 36

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 37

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 38

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 39

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 40

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 41

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 42

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 6 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I have felt the power of what you are doing and just change the concept slightly in my mind
from sales to ministry. The concepts of self-confidence are the same no matter what and have

already supported me in claiming my plan for an increase in income from the ministry. It’s
helped me re-look at the concept of what I am doing and its level of service and support.”

Minister Kyra Baehr, Chandler, AZ
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 7

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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The Wealth Without a Job 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System

Weekly Income Goals – Week 7 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 43

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 44

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 45

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 46

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 47

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 48

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 49

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 7 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“Andy has shown me how to break through and let go of my self-limitations, and taught me 

the skills necessary to leave my comfort zone in Corporate America
and pursue my dream of becoming a movie director.”

Ashok Patil, Director of Shaapa, one of the bestselling films in India
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 8

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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The Wealth Without a Job 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System

Weekly Income Goals – Week 8 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 50

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 51

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 52

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 53

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 54

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 55

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 56

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 8 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I know that I am now prepared to build my new creative real estate financing
business faster and more easily than I had dreamed possible. Life-changing!”

Nancy Evans, Massachusetts
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Monthly Progress Summary

Congratulations! You have completed your second four weeks of this program. You are a champi-
on! Most people would have quit long before this point. So celebrate your success for being an
extraordinary person now! You deserve it!

Now review what happened during this month. Notice how well you did. Write down the answer
to each question in the space provided. Use a separate sheet of paper if you require additional
space. It is important to write your answers down. This will engrain your learnings at the cellular
level and become part of you.

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past four weeks.

2. Compare your monthly goals with the results you produced this month. Write down what you
noticed. Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them com-
pletely? Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Describe your progress in terms of active income production from your job or business and
your passive income from investing, and managing your money.
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5. How do you feel about yourself in terms of your accomplishments and progress?

6. What did you learn about yourself?

7. How do you feel about life and others?

8. Describe what you will do to keep your momentum going for month two.

9. Review everything you were grateful for this month.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this program. Reward yourself in what ever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice din-
ner or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“With a lot of fears and inhibitions, I feel after this seminar that I can go out there with a new

perspective. I feel I have a new confidence and new tactics on breaking down the selling barriers.
I’m really excited to get started and make these five steps active in my life.”
Julie A. Kunstler, Financial Service Rep, Iron Stone Bank, Scottsdale, AZ
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Welcome

Welcome to Part 3 of the 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System. By now you may
have noticed some shifts in your thinking and in your results. You have momentum going now, so
keep going. It is important that you continue your journey. You are two-thirds of the way through
the program. This is the final part. You can do it. Go for it!

Instructions

Continue to use the program as instructed in Part 1 of your 90-Day Subconscious Wealth
Conditioning System. Every third month of the year has five weeks instead of four. Since this is
your third month of using this program, there is one additional week’s worth of exercises.
Complete the additional week as you have any other week. 

In addition to your daily, weekly, and monthly planning, it is now time to review your big
dreams, annual goals, quarterly goals, and the Purpose of Your Life. Included are worksheets for
each of these. Review what you had written down, and if it is still what you want, then continue
with your monthly plan. However, if you want to make adjustments after your review, now is a
good time to do so on the sheets provided.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:

“The quickest way to move from where you are to your goal.”
Jo Lester, California

“Andy Fuehl made the 120 minutes seem like just a few. He kept me very interested, and he shows he
loves what he does. I would [attend] the workshop again, and I have been in sales over 20 years,

and I would recommend the workshop and Andy to anyone.”
David Hodesh, Hot Metals, Scottsdale, AZ
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Big Dreams

Describe what you want to be, do, or have in the next five years. Describe it in as much detail as
you can. Involve as many of your senses as possible. Make sure you include what you see, hear,
and how you will feel. Include smells and tastes if there are any. Use a separate sheet of paper if
you require more space. The important part here is to describe your big dreams in as much detail
as possible. If the details aren’t clear at this point, that is fine. As you continue to focus on your
big dreams the details will come to you. When they do, write them down. The more vivid the
description you have, the easier it will be to achieve.
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Big Dreams (continued)

How much money do you want to earn? $_________

How much money do you want to have in your savings? $_________

How much passive income do you want to earn? $_________

Describe what you will do with the money you have earned and saved. 

Why is this amount of money important to you? 

How will having your big dreams make you feel?
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Annual Income Goals

My annual income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this year is $_________

My goal for savings this year is $_________

My goal for passive income this year is $_________

Briefly describe what you want to achieve this year that is in alignment with your big dreams and
purpose. 

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.
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Quarterly Income Goals - Quarter ___

My quarterly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income for this quarter is $_________

My goal for savings this quarter is $_________

My goal for passive income this quarter is $_________

Briefly describe what you want to achieve this quarter that is part of your annual goals. 

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.
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Quarterly Improvement Plan
Three Things I will Improve in the Next 90 Days

Start Date ___________________

90 Days Later ___________________

Write down three things you would like to initiate or improve. Keep the description short, with-
out details. Next write down a measurement for what you want to initiate or improve so that you
know you have achieved your objective. Make sure it is reasonable, but still reach out. Refer to
SMART Goals.

Description Measurement

1

2

3
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Develop Your SMART Goals

Take a few minutes right now and rewrite the goals you stated earlier in SMART format.

Annual Goals:

Quarterly Goals:

Once you have your SMART goals written, take a 3-inch by 5-inch index card and write your
goals on it. Carry the index card with you wherever you go. Any chance you get, take out your
goals and read them. The more you do this, the more your subconscious mind will grab onto
them and make them a reality for you. Read your goals at least twice a day, once when you wake
up and once right before you go to sleep. Make sure you have a good mental image of what your
goals are. The more clear, vivid, colorful, detailed, and rich the images, are the more committed
to the goal your mind becomes. Make sure you add your favorite sounds and the feeling you will
have when you achieve your goals. You will continuously keep building your images of your
goals as you continue to pursue them.
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Month 3 PLEASE PRINT OUT THIS FORM
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Monthly Income Goals

Now it’s time to break down your goals even further. To produce the results you want, you must
work with smaller pieces. For example if you were to eat an elephant, would you eat it in one
bite or one bite at a time? To swallow it whole would be unmanageable. However eating the ele-
phant one small bite at a time will eventually get you the results you want. So make your goals
more manageable and easier to accomplish.

Break down your goals into monthly bite sizes.

My monthly income when I started this program is $_________

My goal for income this month is $_________

My goal for savings this month is $_________

My goal for passive income this month is $_________

Now break down the quarterly goals you set earlier into monthly goals. When you break down
your goals, make sure they are small enough pieces to achieve within 30 days. Set yourself up
for success from the beginning by not overcommitting yourself. Also make your goals SMART.

Describe how you will feel when you achieve these goals.
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Monthly Activities

Write down all the activities necessary to accomplish your goals. These activities are action steps
to move you forward and closer to your goals. If you get stuck, review this list every week and
make additions or corrections. 

Also write down all commitments you currently have for the month. Once you have these activi-
ties identified, schedule time for each of them and keep those commitments. Be realistic and
don’t overcommit yourself. It is better to under commit and successfully achieve your goals than
to over commit and become frustrated. Success breeds success. Give yourself every opportunity
to succeed. Build up slowly. 

Priority     Activity Time Estimate
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 9

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 9 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 57

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 58

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 59

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 60

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 61

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 62

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 63

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 9 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“This was a refreshing change from most seminars I have been to regarding money.
The hands-on approach combined with the tools given to remember the wealth of

information given made this training worth far more than the price!”
Greg Jarvis, Emerging Entrepreneur
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 10

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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The Wealth Without a Job 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System

Weekly Income Goals – Week 10 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 64

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 65

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 66

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 67

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 68

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 69

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 70

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 10 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“An organized, useful, and practical approach to quickly move past your misperceptions

about money and its role in your life. Say goodbye to self-limitations.”
Ted Henderson, Internet Marketer, Options Trader
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 11

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 11 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 71

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 72

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 73

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 74

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 75

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 76

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 77

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 11 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE

“The 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System is without a doubt the most
practical tool for increasing income that I have encountered in 12 years of looking for answers.
It has taught me the meaning of ‘doing whatever it takes’ and the true meaning of commitment.

The result has been an undeniable accumulation of money.”
Gwen Field, Movie Producer
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 12

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 12 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 78

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 79

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 80

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 81

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 82

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 83

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 84

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 12 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I have used your products primarily to change my mind set, as I would not have progressed

into the property side of things so well prepared and mentally ready! These have really
helped myself develop as a person, so I would personally like to thank you for the great

position I find myself in my life now!”
Steven Brennan, United Kingdom
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 13

It is now time to continue breaking down your monthly goals into weekly goals. This ensures the
bite size is small enough to make it easy for you to achieve and keep you motivated. When you
accomplish weekly goals consistently over a period of time, you will be amazed at how quickly
you will achieve your big dreams.

It is important to focus your energy on producing income. Remember what you focus on
expands. When you focus on increasing your income, your subconscious mind complies and
delivers what you ask for. Take the time now to develop your weekly income goals.

My weekly income when I started this program was $_________

My goal for income last week was $_________

My income last week was $_________

My goal for income this week is $_________

I saved this much last week $_________

My goal for passive income this week is $_________

What I did to increase my income last week:
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Weekly Income Goals – Week 13 (continued)

Now break down your monthly goals into weekly goals. Remember to make them SMART. What
can you do to get started right away?

Describe in detail how you will feel when you have achieved your goals.

Take your goals and break them down into individual activities. Activities may be a subset of the
goal and are the action steps necessary in order for you to achieve your goals. Once you have
identified the activities, prioritize them in order from highest to lowest and estimate how much
time it will take to complete the activity. Next, schedule time for your activities for the next week
in your calendar. Once you have time scheduled, keep this time sacred. Let nothing stop you
from achieving the activities you have scheduled. Schedule less important activities around your
high-priority ones.

Priority      Activity Time Estimate
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Day 85

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 86

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 87

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 88

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 89

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 90

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Day 91

Date: _____________________

1. Purpose: Read the Purpose of Your Life first thing in the morning and again before you go to
sleep. Also, read the Purpose of Your Life every opportunity you get during the day.

2. Affirmations: Choose one or two affirmations you will use today. Next, complete a set of 10
for each. Use a separate sheet of paper for this exercise.

3. My goal for income today is: $__________ My income today was: $__________

4. Deposit to my FFIA Account is: $___________

5. Internal Motivation: Choose one goal you want to complete this week. Complete at least one
round using the Baseball Diamond Method for your goal.
My goal is:

6. Time Allocation: Schedule dedicated time for the following activities today:
 Money Making Activity  Self Improvement
 Exercise  Play
 Money Management  Family

7. Act in Spite of: Choose an activity that challenges you and that you will act on today. This
activity must move you toward your goals. Write down the activity and take action today in
spite of any negative feelings or mind chatter. 

After completing the activity above, describe how you felt and how you have grown by acting
“in spite of…”
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8. Visualization: Take five to 10 minutes and visualize yourself being financially free. What do
you see? What do you hear? How do you feel? Are there any smells and tastes? Make your
pictures vivid, sounds clear, and feelings the most pleasurable as possible. Write down a
description of your image with as much detail as possible. Use a separate sheet of paper if
necessary. Do this first thing in the morning and in the evening before going to sleep.

9. Acknowledge Your Successes: Write down at least five successes you accomplished today.

10. Gratitude: List three people or things you are grateful for today and why you are grateful.

11. Learnings: List and describe what you have learned today.
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Week 13 - Progress Summary

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past seven days.

2. Compare your goals with the results you produced this week. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Write down what went right and what went wrong this week.

5. List one to three things you would change in the light of your new learnings. What would you
do differently? What would you do instead if you could start over again?

6. Did you overcommit yourself? If so, where and how did you overcommit?
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7. Did you procrastinate? If so, how did you procrastinate and why?

8. What will you do differently to improve your results?

9. Review everything you were grateful for this week.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this system. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“A believer. Andy, here is my sincere appreciation to you. I am already seeing results from

your ACTION words. Words shape our lives. I have learned how to unlock the greater potential
within. Thoughts and ideas can give us unlimited abundance. [You] showed me how to erase

negative, seemingly powerful mental images to regain prosperity.”
Jane E. Milburn, Phoenix, AZ
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Monthly Progress Summary

Congratulations! You have completed your final five weeks of this program. You are a champion!
Most people would have quit long before this point. So celebrate your success for being an
extraordinary person now! You deserve it!

Now review what happened during this month. Notice how well you did. Write down the answer
to each question in the space provided. Use a separate sheet of paper if you require additional
space. It is important to write your answers down. This will engrain your learnings at the cellular
level and become part of you.

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past five weeks.

2. Compare your monthly goals with the results you produced this month. Write down what you
noticed. Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them com-
pletely? Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Describe your progress in terms of active income production from your job or business and
your passive income from investing and managing your money.
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5. How do you feel about yourself in terms of your accomplishments and progress?

6. What did you learn about yourself?

7. How do you feel about life and others?

8. Describe what you will do to keep your momentum going for month two.

9. Review everything you were grateful for this month.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this program. Reward yourself in whatever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice dinner
or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“I am making more money than I ever have in my life. And I feel I am worth it.

My beliefs have changed to feeling that I have value, that I can contribute.”
Ken Cross, Home Improvement Contractor, California
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Quarterly Progress Summary

Congratulations! You have completed all three months of your program. You are a champion!
Most people would have quit long before this point. So celebrate your success for being an
extraordinary person now! You deserve it!

Now review what happened during the last quarter. Notice how well you did. Write down the
answer to each question in the space provided. Use a separate sheet of paper if you require addi-
tional space. It is important to write your answers down. This will engrain your learnings at the
cellular level and become part of you.

1. Review the learnings that you have written down for the past quarter.

2. Compare your quarterly goals with the results you produced. Write down what you noticed.
Did you exceed your goals, meet them, partially complete them, or miss them completely?
Describe in detail what happened.

3. Write down how you feel about your results.

4. Describe your progress in terms of active income production from your job or business and
your passive income from investing and managing your money.
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5. Describe your progress in terms of how you feel about yourself.

6. Describe your progress in terms of how you feel about life and others.

7. What did you learn about yourself?

8. Describe what you will do to keep your momentum going for month two.

9. Review everything you were grateful for this quarter.

Now celebrate your successes! Pat yourself on the back for doing a great job and sticking with
this program. Reward yourself in what ever way is meaningful to you. Maybe this is a nice din-
ner or going to a movie. It doesn’t have to be expensive. What matters is that you celebrate and
acknowledge your successes and forward progress.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“Outstanding … Tools I received I can take with me and use forever.”

Daragh Hendrie, Voice-Over Artist, California
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Secrets of Compelling Communication
Exercise from Session 7 – Wealth Without a Job

Look at the words and phrases for the three different representational systems. As an exercise,
add other phrases to the list:

Visual Auditory Kinesthetic

See Hear Touch

Look Listen Feel

View Sound(s) Grasp

Appear Silence Concrete

Imagine Question Scrape

Clear Resonate Solid

Focused Harmonize Catch on

Hazy Tune in/Out Tap into

Picture Echo Stuck

Light at the end of the tunnel The silent treatment Back up your claim

Look into it Sing their praises Toss this around

Polished Rings a bell Too hot to handle

Illustrate my point Lend an ear Resist

Dark side Let’s talk about it Tackle

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________
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Congratulations!

You have completed your 90-Day Subconscious Wealth Conditioning System! You are unstop-
pable! Celebrate your success. 

Now keep the momentum going. You are well on your way to achieving your big dreams. Keep
using the system over and over again and watch how quickly you achieve your big dreams.

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“This training provided insights and application methods to facilitate removing

personal mental barriers to reaching personal success.”
Bob Campbell, Plumber, California

Want to Accelerate Your Results?
For more information on Andy Fuehl’s

Wealth Without a Job Intensive Live Training Seminars
please visit 

http://WealthWithoutaJob.com/online
and Use Reference Code: 18479

or call 1-888-258-4282

Support is Important to Your Success!
For this very reason, we invite you to participate in our FREE Training Support provided

twice monthly for using this system. Register for the Free Training call at:
http://WealthWithoutaJob.com/online

and Use Reference Code: 18479

SEE WHAT OTHERS WHO ATTENDED OUR TRAININGS AND USED OUR MATERIALS

HAVE SAID ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCE:
“Good solid advice and processes to take home and continue working with.”

Wm. Terrell Hasker, Stage Grip, California
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Enhance your success library with these inspiring programs
from Nightingale-Conant:

ChangeYour Beliefs, ChangeYour Life:
How to Take Control, Break Old Habits, and Live the Life You Deserve

By Nick Hall, Ph.D.

20970CD

TheWealth Magnet:
Principles ofWealth Attraction

By Dr. Dolf de Roos

24680CD

TheWealth Machine:
How to Start, Build, and Market a Debt-Free Business That Fits Your Life

By John M. Cummuta

23381CD

Lessons from the Richest ManWho Ever Lived:
Incomparable Insights and Breakthrough Strategies for Success,

Happiness, andWealth
By Steven K. Scott

23201CD

All available from Nightingale-Conant —

Phone: 1-800-525-9000
or visit our website at www.nightingale.com

or for our UK clients
Phone: 01803 666100 • nightingaleconant.co.uk.
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